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Your name

green merit

(Print your name on the line.)

Healthy Body
REQUIREMENTS

1. Define what a healthy body is.
2. With your patrol, discuss the following Scriptures about the
body and why we should care for our body.
a. Proverbs 14:30
b. Daniel 1:12–16
c. 1 Corinthians 6:19,20
3. Choose an accountability partner. Be accountable to one
another for the good health habits you have and the new ones
you will develop in this merit.

Leader’s
Initials
Date
Leader’s
Initials
Date

Leader’s
Initials
Date

Accountability Partner’s Name
4. With your accountability partner, discuss the following health
habits and how they contribute to good health. Discuss the
best ways to implement them into your routine. Choose TWO
habits that you are not currently doing, and make a plan and
implement them for the next five weeks. Review your plan with
your group leader.

Leader’s
Initials
Date

a. Cleanliness: Drinking water, bathing, clean living
conditions, dental hygiene, washing hands regularly,
and proper wound care
b. Eat right: Eat a good breakfast every morning, healthy
food choices and portion sizes, kick the soda habit,
and take a daily vitamin and mineral supplement
c. Rest: Get enough sleep, go to bed early and rise early,
and take a Sabbath (day of rest)
d. Exercise: Walk, cardiovascular exercise three times
per week, and stretching
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Healthy Body Requirements
e. Posture: Good posture while riding in a vehicle, sitting at desk, and sleeping
f. Skin care: Protect yourself from overexposure to the
sun, and mosquito and tick bites
g. Health care: Yearly physical
5. Develop a plan to achieve and maintain a healthy body weight.
This may include visiting your doctor, physical activity, and
eating healthy. Tell your group leader what the ideal weight
is for a boy your age and height. Explain your plan to achieve
and maintain a healthy body weight.
6. Explore natural options for health care and maintaining a
healthy body. Develop a presentation of your findings, including the benefits and ramifications of all-natural alternatives.
Present your findings to your patrol.
7. Explain the physical and spiritual benefits of fasting and the
hazards when it’s abused to your accountability partner.
8. Evaluate your lifestyle by completing THREE of the following
items. Your patrol may help you. Explain your findings to your
leader.

Leader’s
Initials
Date

Leader’s
Initials
Date

Leader’s
Initials
Date
Leader’s
Initials
Date

a. Interview a health care professional, and talk about
good health habits.
Sample questions: What are some consequences of
bad health habits you see regularly? If you could get
your patients to make one change, what would it be?
Do you have any advice for us on good health?
b. Interview a fitness trainer, and talk about good fitness
habits.
Sample questions: What does a fitness trainer do?
Why do people need a fitness trainer?
c. Read a book of your choice about health or physical
fitness. The book should cover at least one component of health: diet, rest, or exercise.
d. Read a magazine of your choice about health or physical fitness. The magazine should include an article on
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Healthy Body Requirements
at least one component of health: diet, rest, or exercise.
e. Read a Web site of your choice about health or physical fitness. The Web site s hould include an article on
at least one component of health: diet, rest, or exercise.
9.

Discuss with your patrol some bad things people do that harm
their bodies and the consequences. Discuss measures you can
take to avoid them.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

10.

11.

12.
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Leader’s
Initials
Date

Illegal drug use
Over-the-counter drug abuse
Alcohol
Tobacco
Reckless driving
Premarital sex
Unforgiveness
Sexual immorality

Demonstrate five exercises and three stretches suitable for
all-around physical development that you can do at home. Do
each of the exercises and stretches three times a week for no
less than ten weeks. Use the log to keep track of your workouts. After ten weeks, give your leader an evaluation of the
improvements in your physical health.

Leader’s
Initials

Develop a life fitness plan that is fun and that you will stay
with. This could be something you do with others on a regular
planned schedule OR have your accountability partner help
keep you on a regular physical routine promoting good health.

Leader’s
Initials

Find three Scripture references that explain what the Bible
says will bring healing and health to our physical body. Discuss the verses with your accountability partner and parents.

Date

Date

Leader’s
Initials
Date
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Healthy Body
Leaders Merit Reference

P relimin a r y I n f o rm ati o n
•

Prior to starting this merit, send a note home with the boys
explaining that they are going to be working on the Healthy
Body merit. Ask the parents to contact you if their son should
not participate in an exercise program. Anyone with health
problems or who is seriously out of shape should always seek
a doctor’s advice before beginning any exercise regimen or
changing any medication or vitamin supplements.

•

Learn how to do the exercises in this merit before demonstrating them to the Rangers. Be sure the boys are doing them correctly. It is important to show the boys how to do all the exercises properly and safely.

•

One requirement calls for doing exercises at least ten weeks.
Be sure the boys understand this and begin to work on these at
home at the beginning of the merit. Provide a copy of the log
to each boy to record their exercises and stretches. Remind
and encourage the boys each week to continue with exercises
at home and school. The idea is to develop a habit of exercise
that the boys will continue the rest of their life.

•

Be sure to acknowledge that we are all at different places in
our development. The purpose of this merit is to give the boys
a basic understanding of health and not a mold every boy
must fit into. Don’t ever make a boy feel inadequate or compare him to someone else.

•

Boys with disabilities may need additional help and coaching.
Talk to parents about appropriate adaptations for boys with
disabilities.

· Notes ·

•	Exercise information is taken from the Center for Disease Control Web site (www.cdc.gov).
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Leaders Merit Reference

· Notes ·

W ee k 1
R equirements 1, 3, 4, 10

P rep / supplies
•

Dictionaries (one per patrol)

1. Define what a healthy body is.
A state of complete physical, well-being and not merely the
absence of disease
Give a dictionary to each patrol. Give the patrols three minutes
to come up with their best definition of a healthy body. Then
read the above definition to the boys.
3. Choose an accountability partner. Be accountable to one
another for the good health habits you have and the new ones
you will develop in this merit.
Verify that the boy completes the requirement.
Talk to the Rangers about accountability, what it is, and how it
will work in this merit and in life. Accountability is often used
with such concepts as responsibility and giving account. When
the boys select an accountability partner, it is recommended
that they choose someone close to their physical ability so they
have a partner to work with. Give the boys suggestions on how
to hold each other accountable:
•
•
•
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Call each other every day and see how your partner
is doing.
Work out with each other.
Talk about your goals and what you are doing to reach
them.
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4.

With your accountability partner, discuss the following health
habits and how they contribute to good health. Discuss the
best ways to implement them into your routine. Choose TWO
habits that you are not currently doing and make a plan and
implement them for the next five weeks. Review your plan with
your group leader.

· Notes ·

a. Cleanliness: Drinking water, bathing, clean living conditions, dental hygiene, washing hands regularly and
proper wound care
b. Eat right: Eat a good breakfast every morning, healthy
food choices and portion sizes, kick the soda habit,
and take a daily vitamin and mineral supplement
c. Rest: Get enough sleep, go to bed early and rise early,
and take a Sabbath (day of rest)
d. Exercise: Walk, cardiovascular exercise three times
per week, and stretching
e. Posture: Good posture while riding in a vehicle, sitting
at desk, and sleeping
f. Skin care: Protect yourself from overexposure to the
sun, and mosquito and tick bites
g. Health care: Yearly physical
Verify that the boy completes the requirement. Look over
his implementation plan.
10.

Demonstrate five exercises and three stretches suitable for
all-around physical development that you can do at home. Do
each of the exercises and stretches three times a week for no
less than ten weeks. Use the log to keep track of your workouts.
After ten weeks, give your leader an evaluation of the improvements in your physical health.
Verify that the boy completes the requirement. Encourage
the boy to begin the exercises and stretches this week.
Logs are included at the end of this merit to give the boy a way
to log his exercise and stretches.
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Tell the boys that they need to perform aerobic exercise three
times a week. Aerobic exercise is any activity that raises the
heartbeat to a certain level (60–80 percent of maximum target
heart rate or THR) for a period of fifteen to twenty minutes. Aerobic exercise includes walking, jogging, running, swimming, bicycling, handball, racquetball, and soccer.

· Notes ·

Have the boys figure their target heart rate (THR) using the following formula:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Subtract your age from 220
Multiply the result by 0.6. This is your low-range THR.
Subract your age from 220.
Multiply the result by 0.8. This is your high-range THR.

Explain to the boys that they should do the exercises properly to
avoid injury. It is important that you tell the boys how to do the
stretches, show them how, and then let them do the stretches.
Give each boy a copy of the Stretching Exercises handout. The
boys should keep this page at home as a visual for properly
performing the stretches.
There are many variations of stretching exercises. The important thing is to choose stretches related to the muscle groups
they will be exercising. Talk briefly about warming up and how
stretching helps:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cold muscles are stiff, and your efforts will not be as
effective without a warm-up.
Never bounce when stretching.
Bend slowly and hold at a comfortable position.
On your third time, push yourself a little beyond comfortable, but not painful.
Never rush stretching.
Hold a stretch for twenty to thirty seconds.

Some of the stretches can be: quadriceps and hips, calves, shoulders, triceps/deltoids, and chest muscles. Select a boy to demonstrate each of the stretches as you describe the key points.
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Push-Ups: Push-ups work the muscles in the arms and chest:
front deltoids, pecs (pectorals), and triceps muscles. The closer
the hands are together, the more the push-ups work the triceps;
further apart works the chest. Concentrate on the basic push-up
this week.

· Notes ·

In the push-up position, make sure your arms are straight with
hands under your shoulders. Keep your back rigid. Slowly lower your body to the ground, keeping your back straight. Bring
your chest almost to the floor and your arms parallel to the floor.
Pause and then return to your starting position; do not lock your
arms. If a basic push-up is too difficult, try a modified push-up.
This is done with your knees on the floor and ankles crossed.
Or you can place your hands on a higher object, like a chair or
table. As time goes by, move your position closer to the floor
until you can do a basic push-up. Some boys may have to start
by standing and just pushing off a wall. The objective is to work
your way toward doing the basic push-up by the end of the ten
weeks.
Dip: The dip is a good exercise to do along with push-ups. The
dip works the lats (latissimusdorsi), deltoids, lower pecs (pectorals), lower trapezius, and triceps muscles.
Lower your body so your hands rest behind you on a couch or
bench. Your legs should be angled down out in front of you and
your heels resting on the floor. Slowly lower your body down almost to the floor. Do not shrug your shoulders. For an easier dip,
try moving your feet closer to your body. Once you can do three
sets of twelve to fifteen dips, you can further increase the difficulty by elevating your feet off the floor. This takes away some
of the support and places more weight on your arms.
Calf Raises: This exercise works the calf muscles in your lower
legs.
Place your feet together and stand on the balls of your feet on
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a bottom step or a block of wood. Use a wall or stick only to
help keep your balance. Slowly stand on your toes, hold for a
second, then slowly lower your heels down below the level of
your toes; hold again before raising back up. You should feel
a pull on the calf muscles at the top and bottom of each movement. For variation, try standing on one foot at a time, keeping
your foot from rolling in or out. This increases the difficulty and
helps strengthen the calves even more. Pointing the toes in so
they touch and keeping your heels out will work the inner calf.
When your heels are together and your toes point out, you will
work the outer calf muscles.

· Notes ·

Partial Sit-Ups or Crunches: These exercises work the upper
abdominal muscle over the stomach. Leg lifts work the lower
abdominal muscles. Your feet should be flat and not held down.
Keep your chin up, not resting on your chest. Pretend you are
holding an apple under your chin. Cross your arms so each hand
is on the opposite shoulder. Pull in your gut and breathe out
when sitting up. Perform sit-ups with a smooth, steady motion—
no jerking or bouncing. Keep constant tension in your abs during the entire set of reps. Do not lower yourself to the point of
releasing the tension in your abs. Do as many sit-ups as possible. Rest for no more than one minute and then see how many
sit-ups you can do a second time. The second set will usually
have fewer reps than the first set. Perform a total of three sets.
Keep track of your progress. Stop exercising if you feel any pain
in your back.
The traditional sit-up requires you to place your hands behind
your head. When doing this, you can hurt your back/neck if
you pull with your arms. It is recommended you do not use this
method.
If the sit-up is too hard, place your hands on your thighs and use
your arms to help raise your body up. Lower yourself back down
without using your arms, if possible.
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Lunge: The lunge works your upper legs, namely the quads,
hamstrings, and glutes. With your feet shoulder-width apart,
chest out, shoulders back, and head up, take a step forward
with your right foot. Slowly lower your body so the left knee almost touches the floor. Your right knee should end up above the
ankle. Make sure the knee does not go over the toes. Start out
slowly, paying close attention to form. Repeat the exercise with
the other leg. You do not have to stand in one place, but can
lunge-walk around a room. You may also hold light weights in
each hand to increase the difficulty, but not before you perfect
your form.

· Notes ·

W ee k 2
R equirements 2, 4, 6, 10, 1 2

For requirement 4, remind the boys to continue working on their
new healthy habits.
For requirement 10, remind the boys to continue their aerobic
exercises and stretches and to enter their activity on the log.

P rep / supplies
•

Bibles with concordance

2. With your patrol, discuss the following Scriptures about the
body and why we should care for our body.
a. Proverbs 14:30
b. Daniel 1:12–16
c. 1 Corinthians 6:19,20
Verify that the boy completes the requirement.
Have the boys move into their patrols. Have three boys read the
listed Scriptures. Then have the patrols discuss what the Bible
teaches and how we should care for our bodies.
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6.

Explore natural options for health care and maintaining a
healthy body. Develop a presentation of your findings, including the benefits and ramifications of all-natural alternatives.
Present your fiindings to your patrol.

· Notes ·

The boy begins to work on the requirement this week and
makes a presentation in Week 4.
12.

Find three Scripture references that explain what the Bible
says will bring healing and health to our physical body. Discuss the verses with your accountability partner and parents.
Answers will vary. Here is a partial list: Exodus15:26; Psalm
103:2,3; Proverbs 4:20–22; Isaiah 53:4,5; Matthew 4:23,24;
8:16,17; 10:12; James 5:14–16.
Have the Rangers open the concordance in the back of their
Bible. Those who don’t have a concordance can work with their
accountability partner to find the three Scriptures. They can also
use a computer to find a concordance site on the Internet (e.g.,
www.BibleGateway.com).

	F o r ne x t wee k :
•

The boys will explore what people in other countries use for
medicine when they don’t have an established medical system.
Can we learn something from their medicine and health habits? For example:
Are immunizations a good health practice? Yes, many diseases
have almost been eradicated in the United States by our practice of immunization. Can we learn something from the old
Chinese medicine practice of paying the doctor weekly to
keep you healthy and not paying him when you are sick?
Can fasting have a physical and spiritual benefit?
In Week 6, the boys will present their findings.
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W ee k 3
R equirements 4, 5, 6, 10

· Notes ·

For requirement 4, remind the boys to continue working on their
new healthy habits.
For requirement 6, remind the boys to continue working on their
presentation. If time allows, you may give time for the boys to
work on this requirement in the meeting.
For requirement 10, remind the boys to continue their aerobic
exercises and stretches and to enter their activity on the log.
5. Develop a plan to achieve and maintain a healthy body weight.
This may include visiting your doctor, physical activity, and
eating healthy. Tell your group leader what the ideal weight
is for a boy your age and height. Explain your plan to achieve
and maintain a healthy body weight.
NOTE: This requirement does not require the boy to weigh in
the meeting or disclose his weight to anyone.
The requirement is to present a plan—the boy does not
have to change his weight to earn the merit. This merit is
designed to encourage the Ranger in good health habits.
Although BMI (body mass index) is used to screen for healthy
body weight in children and teens, it is not a diagnostic tool.
It is used for general guidelines on weight management. For a
thorough assessment, the boy must see a qualified health professional.
Have a scale available for a boy to weigh himself privately, if
he chooses. Then have the boy see where he is on the provided
chart.
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It is important that no harassment be allowed. This is for
the boy’s knowledge only.

· Notes ·

5 to 85 percent is defined as normal weight range.
85 percent and up is defined as overweight by the CDC (Center
for Disease Control).
With this information, help the boy develop a plan to achieve
and maintain a healthy body weight or a maintenance plan. The
boy is creating a plan only and is not required to follow the plan.

	F o r N e x t W ee k
•

Look at the boys’ supporting documents for requirement 6. Remind the Rangers that they need to complete this requirement
because you will be looking it over next week.

•

Schedule a special guest speaker or bring books or magazines
on health or physical fitness.

W ee k 4
R equirements 4, 6, 7, 8, 10

For requirement 4, remind the boys to continue working on their
new healthy habits.
For requirement 10, remind the boys to continue their aerobic
exercises and stretches and to enter their activity on the log.
6. Explore natural options for health care and maintaining a
healthy body. Develop a presentation of your findings, including the benefits and ramifications of all-natural alternatives.
Present your findings to your patrol.
Verify that the boy makes a presentation on natural heatlh
care. Look at his supporting documents.
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7. Explain the physical and spiritual benefits of fasting and the
hazards when it’s abused to your accountability partner.

· Notes ·

Verify that the boy completes the requirement.
Give each boy a copy of the fasting handout to read. Explain the
concept of biblical fasting. Discuss how fasting should only be
followed as a means to draw closer to God.
8. Evaluate your lifestyle by completing THREE of the following
items. Your patrol may help you. Explain your findings to your
leader.
a. Interview a health care professional, and talk about
good health habits.
Sample questions: What are some consequences of
bad health habits you see regularly? If you could get
your patients to make one change what would it be?
Do you have any advice for us on good health?
b. Interview a fitness trainer, and talk about good fitness
habits.
Sample questions: What does a fitness trainer do? Why
do people need a fitness trainer?
c. Read a book of your choice about health or physical
fitness. The book should cover at least one component
of health: diet, rest, or exercise.
d. Read a magazine of your choice about health or physical fitness. The magazine should include an article on
at least one component of health: diet, rest, or exercise.
e. Read a Web site of your choice about health or physical fitness. The Web site should include an article on at
least one component of health: diet, rest, or exercise.
Verify that the boy completes the requirement.
Allow fifteen minutes for the guest speaker to talk about health
or physical fitness OR give the boys fifteen minutes to look at the
books and magazines you brought. Then ask each boy to share
something he has learned and needs to change in his lifestyle.
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W ee k 5
R equirements 4, 9, 10, 11

· Notes ·

For requirement 4, remind the boys to continue working on their
new healthy habits.
For requirement 10, remind the boys to continue their aerobic
exercises and stretches and to enter their activity on the log.
Explain that they will continue doing the exercises and stretches
for a total of ten weeks to fulfill the requirement.
9.

Discuss with your patrol some bad things people do that harm
their bodies and the consequences. Discuss measures you can
take to avoid them.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Illegal drug use
Over-the-counter drug abuse
Alcohol
Tobacco
Reckless driving
Premarital sex
Unforgiveness
Sexual immorality

Verify that the boy completes the requirement.
Have the boys move into their patrols. Tell the patrol leader to
start the discussion on each of the items in the requirement. Discuss each item for about two or three minutes and then move
on to the next. This should take approximately twenty minutes.
Then allow each patrol to sum up their findings and what they
can do to avoid these harmful habits.
11.

Develop a life fitness plan that is fun and that you will stay
with. This could be something you do with others on a regular
planned schedule OR have your accountability partner help
keep you on a regular physical routine promoting good health.
Ask the Ranger what his life fitness plan is. Encourage him
to implement the plan if he has not already done so.
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Life fitness is a plan to be physically active at something you
enjoy doing by yourself or with others. If you like to run then
develop a plan to run. If you like to play tennis or racquetball,
swim, hike, or play any other sport, then develop the plan around
that activity. This should be at a level of activity that is aerobic
and will help maintain good physical health. Help the boys understand that their plan can change as they grow. Friends and
changing abilities can cause the plan to evolve. If maintained,
a healthy lifestyle will contribute to a longer, more prosperous
life.
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Exercise

Week
1

Week
2

Week
3

Week
4

Week
5

Week
6

Week
7

Week
8

Week
9

Week
10

Week
9

Week
10

Stretching Log
Stretching Week
Exercise
1
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Week
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Fasting
This document reflects commonly held beliefs based onScripture which have been endorsed
by the church’s Commission on Doctrinal Purity and the Executive Presbytery.

Does the Assemblies of God teach fasting?
Fasting has been an important part of the doctrine and practice of the Assemblies of
God since its beginning. Fasting is a voluntary, private, and Spirit-led separation from
one’s usual activities of life. Typically it is practiced individually by members in the
church body by means of separating certain foods and liquids from one’s diet. Normally fasts are held in accompaniment with prayer, and are intended to heighten focus,
intensify fervor, and gain control over one’s fleshly cravings and human will.
The Scriptures speak much about fasting. The Old Testament practice of fasting was
closely linked with a “spirit of mourning” over some national crisis (Leviticus 16:29–
31). The prophets often called Israel to a fast as a means of producing repentance (Joel
2:12). Aside from the Day of Atonement, which mandated fasting, the Old Testament
practice of fasting was closely linked to special times of national peril—war, famine,
and pestilence. Unfortunately much of this became a formality. Isaiah pointed out that
people were fasting because of a greedy desire to receive something for themselves.
However, God wanted to see them fast to bring justice, get rid of selfishness, and help
others who were in need (Isaiah 58:2-6).
In New Testament times, the practice continued as the Pharisees imposed an elaborate
tradition of fasts and observances upon the people of Israel. But Jesus totally rejected
the outward accompaniments of fasting found in the Old Testament as well as external
things the Pharisees did to draw attention to themselves when they fasted. Jesus indicated the person fasting must fast unto the Lord, going about his business in the usual
way and keeping his fast a secret before God (Matthew 6:16–18). While Jesus rejected
all attempts to publicize fasts, He himself believed and practiced fasting as willfully
demonstrated in His 40-day wilderness temptation (Matthew 4:1,2).
The apostle Paul refers to times of fasting, whether voluntary or imposed upon him by
the circumstances of life (2 Corinthians 6:5). The early believers included fasting as a
needful prerequisite before releasing the early missionaries for ministry (Acts 13:2,3).
Interestingly, fasting is usually held in concert with prayer. Most fasts in the Bible were
for 1 day, usually the hours between sunrise and sunset. At the most, people might fast
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3 or 6 days (ending on the 7th day). But nowhere in the Bible does it encourage long
fasts that would be damaging to one’s body and mind.
Fasting is never to be used as a measuring stick to suggest one’s religious devoutness
or spiritual superiority. At every point the act of fasting is disallowed as a proof of piety.
As mentioned earlier, fasting is to be carried out in secret only before God (Matthew
6:16–18).
Fasting should never be viewed as a merit-producing, manipulative, or in any other
way an act of bargaining with God. The object of fasting is not to move God in closer
alignment with us and our will, but rather to draw us in closer alignment with God and
His will.
There are many circumstances that properly call for a fast: when sensing the urgency
for revival; when deeply convicted over the sinfulness of the people of God; when desiring to separate more fully from the world and be joined more closely to God; when
recognizing the need for a stronger faith to lay hold of the promises of God; when anticipating a special opportunity for ministry; and when wanting to intensify devotion.
Above all, fasting should be done with a pure heart and a desire to honor God and help
others.

The above statement is based upon our common understanding of scriptural teaching.
All Scripture quotations are from the New International Version (NIV) unless otherwise specified.
Taken from http://www.ag.org/top/Beliefs/gendoct_04_fasting.cfm 12/1/09
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Stretching Exercises

Quadriceps and Hips

Calves

Calves

Shoulder

Triceps/Deltoids

Chest
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